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Are you losing butler- 
fat due to incomplete 
skimming ? PWhy Some Famou- Men Hare Left the Farm
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TAXATION OF LAND VALUES UPHELD BY A FARMER
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TOO? The answer The higher the land soars in price 
The population of the greater the toll the land holds 
1 the surrounding is enabled to ta
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at speed and 
TO-lb. Hand S

The 1,100 1b. size “Simplex,” when 
takes no mor- power than the ordinary 500- 
other makes, and it docs the work in half t 

The “Simplex” with its self-balancing bowl, 
true, skims clean. A bowl that runs out of b 
good work.
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rich.. C. Nixon
«hick the editors of 
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id thi. Exhi’ tiAn 
that I have ifotten some 
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un the old experiences 
valions with a eomewha 
ipective. Moreover, I 
freer to talk or write 
subject, a. assigned me, 
Managing Editor's chair

always runs 
will not do

low-down supply can, only 41 inches from the floor, 
all back-breaking lifts.

several other splendid features about the "Simplex” 
in your best interests to know about. Send a post 

illustrated booklets.
Bear in mind, too, 
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you estimates on what it will

There are 
it will be
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that we are agents 
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isinens becomes keen- some of this toll, would go to * 
Naturally the price state instead of into the pocket of N 
tiling to pay for the who never earned it. 
z business on a fav The single tax aims s heavy Nw 
,-ill keep rising. The at all forms ol monopoly The f»m 

■DM to the fortun er and laboring man to-day ore <es 
rho holds the land polled by these monopolies to pq 

the value of the greatly increased prices for whit the) 
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You men with wives and families: Did it » 
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